Upset-Minded Trackmen Shock Cortland 93-70

By Fred Shook

"All the credit goes to the athletes," said Mark O'Sullivan, head coach of the University of Massachusetts men's track team after his team upset the state champion Cortland 93-70 last Saturday. "They are the ones who work hard and make it happen." The game was held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Netmen Beat Travelling UMass

By David Young

What a match! The travelling University of Massachusetts (UMass) netmen, led by their ace player, Bill Young, defeated the host team, the Harvard Crimson, 6-2 on Tuesday afternoon. Young's performance was the highlight of the match, as he scored two goals in the first period to give the UMass the lead. The Crimson fought back in the second period, but Young's goal in the 69th minute put the game out of reach. The match took place at the Harvard Stadium in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Bills On Retrenchment Unlikely

By M.J. Maunder

The New York State Assembly's recent defeat of a proposal to cut spending is a setback for Governor Cuomo's plan to reduce government spending. The proposal, which was introduced by Assemblyman Mark Comerford, would have cut $1 billion from the state budget over the next two years. The bill was voted down by a margin of 81-58. Governor Cuomo had hoped to use the savings to fund his tax relief plan.

Search: Choosing a Non-Candidate

By Matthew Coo

The search for the perfect candidate is always challenging. Many people are hesitant to commit to a candidate who is not their first choice, but may still be the best option available. This is especially true in a primary election, where the candidates are often ideologically distant from one another. In this case, it may be best to choose a candidate who is not your first choice, but who is still a good option for the position.

Mayor Denies Blocking Regents Bid

By John O'Keefe

Mayor Bill de Blasio has denied reports that he blocked the nomination of a new chancellor for the City University of New York (CUNY) system. The mayor's office has said that the nomination process is handled by the state legislature, and that the mayor does not have the authority to block it. However, some critics have accused the mayor of using his influence to block the nomination of a Democratic candidate.

Kremer Supports Health Fee Repeal in Budget

By Fred Lefkowitz

Assemblyman Steve Kremer has introduced a bill to repeal the health fee, which was adopted as part of the state budget in 2015. The fee was initially intended to help fund the state's Medicaid program, but has been criticized for being regressive and benefiting the wealthy. Kremer's bill, which has been endorsed by the New York State Association of School Administrators, would use the funds generated by the fee to help fund public schools.

Running Key Factor For 7-1 Danes; Dross Shines, Scores In Four Events
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Women’s Clinic Seeks Funding

by Susan Schep

A round proposal for SAWA was made. The Student Affairs Health Board has taken an interest in a women's health center proposal, but the board is still in the process of determining the exact services offered by the center. The proposal is being presented to the Student Affairs Board, which will then make a decision on whether or not to fund the center.

UAC Passes Proposed 'W' Policy

by Jill Burner

A new additional policy, amending "W" in the student handbook is in effect for the 1979-1980 academic year. Students who wish to withdraw from an academic program for a variety of reasons may now use the "W" policy. The policy is designed to allow students to withdraw from a program without affecting their academic standing.

Curriculum Report May Be Late

According to student Senator Richard Hall, the new curriculum report of the Curriculum Committee and the Academic Council is expected to be late.

Carey Returns Master Plan to Board of Regents

by John Laut

SUNY Albany Chancellor Mabel H. Carey has returned the Master Plan to the Board of Regents. The Master Plan is a comprehensive plan that outlines the future development of the university. It includes details on new buildings, expansion plans, and other initiatives.

Debate on Seat Belts for Buses

A motion to require seat belts on all buses was passed by the Albany Student Association. The motion was made in response to recent accidents involving buses and the need for increased safety measures.

Overseas Program

U.S. University of Paris, sponsored by the Overseas Program.

Search Process

The Graduate School is seeking candidates for various positions. Interested candidates are encouraged to submit their applications by the deadline.

"Valhalla"

Open to all students, the "Valhalla" event will feature live music, dance, and a "live" atmosphere. The event will take place in the Student Union Ballroom.
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Women's Clinic Seeks Funding

by Karla Murphy

University researchers believe a new clinic at SUNYA might be the answer to the women's health care needs of the region. The clinic would be staffed by University faculty and students and would offer a wide range of services, including gynecology, obstetrics, and family planning.

The clinic is being planned by SUNYA researchers in cooperation with the University's College of Medicine. The researchers believe that the clinic would be an important resource for women in the region, providing access to high-quality health care services that are currently unavailable.

The researchers are currently seeking funding to support the clinic, and they hope to begin operations within the next year. They are asking for the support of the community in making this important project a success.

UAC Passes Proposed 'W' Policy

by Bill Parker

A new policy that allows students to use the term 'W' in academic writing and discussion has been passed by the Student Senate. The policy will go into effect next semester and will allow students to use the term 'W' in any context in which it is appropriate.

The policy is designed to provide students with more flexibility in their writing and to encourage a more inclusive environment. It is hoped that the policy will be well-received by the student body and that it will contribute to a more diverse and open-minded academic community.

Curriculum Report May Be Late

by Anna Smith

The annual report on the curriculum of the college has been delayed due to the ongoing pandemic. The report is expected to be released in the near future, but it may be some time before it is available.

The report is an important resource for students, faculty, and administrators, as it provides an overview of the college's academic offerings and helps to guide the curriculum development process. Students and faculty are encouraged to check back for updates on the release of the report.

Empire State Moves From Draper

by John Johnson

The Empire State College has moved from Draper to a new location in the city. The college is now located at 123 Main Street, and it is open for business.

The college is excited about its new location and is looking forward to serving the community in its new home. The college offers a wide range of programs and services, and it is committed to providing high-quality education to all students.
"LITE TASTES GREAT AND IT'S LESS FILLING. I ALSO LIKE THE EASY-OPENING CAN!"

Bubba Smith
Former All-Pro Lineeman

LITE BEER FROM MILLER. EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND LESS.

SA ELECTION RESULTS
President          1971
C. Wiley
Vice President    1972
J. K. Washington
Registrar          1971
M. H. Irwin
NASSU        1971
G. M. Wade
NASSB        1971
J. E. Mortimer
ASU          1971
E. Lee
ASB          1971
F. J. Freiberg

UUP Officers Chosen in Elections

Education Department Faculty Representative Paul F. Laude

Election Results: The list of newly elected UUP officers include:

President: Paul F. Laude
Vice President: George Millard
Registrar: David Levine
NASSU: C. Wiley
NASSB: J. K. Washington
ASU: M. H. Irwin
ASB: F. J. Freiberg

Irene Papas - Michael Cacoyannis's

IPHIGENIA

With Talita Tzofimova, Music by Miltos Theodorakis

Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
May 5 & 6
Performing Arts Center
The University at Albany
Granville, N.Y. 12203

Libbers Say N.O.W.

Life outdoors for pay!

U.S. News & World Report, May 9, 1978

Grand Opening Mobil Coke Bar

Free Snack Bar

A 12 oz. cup FREE with any Snack Bar purchase

Cuoz Bar features:
- Hot Dogs, Snowcones
- Coffee, Popcorn, Soda, Hot Pretzels

Mobil Snack Bar
1961 Western Avenue
Albany, New York

SAFETY FOR SUMMER
Torch 1978
Yearbook Presale
Starts Monday, May 8.

The Torch will be mailed to graduating seniors this fall.
It is absolutely necessary that seniors pay for the book now!

Price: $3.00 w/tax, $5.00 w/o tax
Place: CC Lobby
Time: 9:30 am - 12 pm
Dates: Week of May 8, maybe more days (Monday May 8 - seniors only)

DO YOU RECALL?
A popular part of Starkey's (dead of heartbreak) highschool
experience

The magazine now the torch
in recollections that should
be appreciated. What they

The magazine now the torch
in recollections that should
be appreciated. What they

ORION

DON'T WALK, RUN
What kind of profession are you planning to enter when you graduate from school?

JOIN IN

1. Cardiovascular nursing is where it's at.
2. Snowboarding clinic.
3. Cardiac catheterization.
4. Urologic nursing.
5. Urology

HAVING MORE FUN

需 Extra Cash?
What can't you use:
sonbody else can!
Clean out your closet and

FLEA MARKET
Sellers must register
For more info stop into
the off-campus housing office or call 457-7442
It will be held May 13-12-6 pm
Western Ave between Partridge and Ontario (downtown Albany)

MAYFEST '88
Bonnie Raitt
Robert Hunter & Comfort
Pierce Arrow
Masi & Cassidy

Entertainment free
refreshments: all the beer, soda, hot dogs and
munchies you can eat.
tickets: advance sale $1.50 w/tax
$2.00 w/o tax
day of show $2.50 w/tax
$3.00 w/o tax
proof of age required for beer

This Weekend at the
Mousetrap
Friday night, May 5
Russ Marnell
Saturday night, May 6
Keith Nelson
playing at the "Other End"
in June in Greenwich Village

ZODIAC NEWS

The monthly zodiac horoscope.

GAMES PEOPLE PLAY

The story behind that house game.

NYPIRG
Learn about solar energy
at these SUN DAY events:

Speaker's Forum and Delta Sigma Pi present a
Dale Carnegie Seminar:
MAKE YOURSELF A SUCCESS
May 19, 8:00 pm FREE LC 19
limited to the first 100 people
null
the most important design changes for college rings in 25 years

Roles Require Better Analysis

By LADY SIMIAN

ArtCarved Fashion Rings

ARTCARVED'S new fashion rings are a departure from traditional college rings. Each is custom-designed to represent your school and your personal style. When you choose from our collection, you're choosing a symbol that's uniquely yours.

State & Colonial Get Their Acts Together

By JAMES BRIDGES

The sophisticated, tasteful designs of State & Colonial are perfect for business as well as casual wear. High-quality materials and expert craftsmanship result in distinctive jewelry that's sure to complement any outfit.

Follett SUNY Bookstore

Monday, May 8
Tuesday, May 9
Wednesday, May 10

Campus Center Lobby

SUNYA Symphony Set To Sound Off

By J. M. HALL

The SUNYA Symphony is ready to perform its spring concert at 8 p.m. on May 10. This event marks the final performance of the season and promises to be a memorable experience for all who attend.

Lack of communication again!

"We don't publish and promote these events enough," says Dr. John Smith, director of SUNYA Symphony. "People are just not aware of what we have to offer."

Caskadl also attended the concert. "It was a great experience," he said. "The music was wonderful and the overall atmosphere was very enjoyable."
“Fleming had originally envisioned actor Hoagy Carmichael as James Bond.”

By RICHARD SCHENKMAN

I was back in 1952 that the name James Bond was born from the pages of a comic strip, the

James Bond comic strip that scarf bound was published in the Sunday supplement of The

Chicago Daily News. Its creator, Ian Fleming, was a special agent of the MI6, the British

Secret Intelligence Service. His work as a spy inspired him to create the character of

James Bond, a secret agent who became the ultimate spy in the world of espionage.

Fleming was a war correspondent during World War II and later became a successful

novelist, with his most famous work being the James Bond series. The first book in the

series, "Casino Royale," was published in 1953.

Casino Royale was very popular, and Fleming was inundated with offers to adapt it into

a film. However, he was initially hesitant to do so, as he was concerned about the

suitability of the material for film.

Fleming had originally envisioned actor Hoagy Carmichael as James Bond, and actor

Roger Moore later took on the role. However, the role was ultimately given to British

actor Sean Connery.

Connery had a long and successful career in film, and his portrayal of Bond remains

one of the most iconic in cinematic history.

Fleming was a master of creating memorable characters, and his work continues to

inspire filmmakers and writers to this day. His legacy as a spy novelist is firmly

established, and his work continues to be read and enjoyed by millions of people around

the world.
**The Ring Sale**

**-monopoly**

**Subletting Your Apartment for the Summer?**

Don’t lose money. Fill out a sublet card in the Housing Office, CC 110. Protect Yourself. Get advice about subletting your apartment.

**By Peter N. Ngobinis**

10 000 WAYS TO WIN MONOPOLY

**As Well As Copies Of The World's Most Popular Game**

So... listen and win

**WCDB**

**101 FM**

**records**

**By Peter N. Ngobinis**

100 000+ copies have been sold of the original rock game for about $10. It's a fun and popular board game. It begins with the rolling of a die and moves from space to space, collecting money and properties. It's a great way to pass the time and play with friends. It's a great game to have around.

**Renaissance Was Worth the Wait**

**By Dennis Scherer**

Men's traditional black gold rings and selected women's fashion rings are available in size 5-9. Finally, a way to really stand out among your peers! Now you can have a ring that truly represents you.

**Monday, May 8**

**Tuesday, May 9**

**Wednesday, May 10**

in Campus Center Lobby

Follett SUNY Storehouse

**The Art**

Carved Representative
A large selection of rings

Ask to see them.
Unanswered Questions

The search is over. Vince O’Leary has been recommended for the SUNYA presidency, yet there are many questions about the search process which will remain unanswered. First, the search committee never made public the names of the other candidates. What was the caliber of these candidates? It was very rare that the committee speak of O’Leary, who repeatedly stated that he did not want the job permanently.

If committee members were not pleased with this secrecy, why has this only come out after the process has been completed? Why didn’t the SUNYA community get a chance to question the candidates? And why was the decision to hire O’Leary made in the absence of the SUNYA community? The SUNYA community should be asked how the recommendations are made, how the candidates are selected, and why O’Leary was chosen. The SUNYA community should be involved in the decision-making process and should have a voice in the selection of the new president.

“W”, Students and Senate

A constituent of SUNYA Senate passed a new bill on the course withdrawal policy yesterday. This bill calls for the elimination of the “W,” that negative mark which has marred many a SUNYA student’s transcript and chances of employment or placement in graduate school.

The “W” did not get erased without some sacrifice in return, however. The bill calls for the replacement of the withdrawal period in the current spring weeks to one week after mid-term.

While this is not the best thing for students, it does make the faculty happy, who have been studying a “W” for years. For faculty, the “W” is no longer teaching a course and has students drop out of it at the end of the semester. For students, it means a little adjustment. They must think twice before dropping a class, and must also think twice about the effect of the “W” on their transcript.

In a related Senate issue, the question of whether students should remain in the policy-developing body comes to a faculty vote on Monday.

Without student representation, the Senate would no longer be a truly representative body and would lose a large amount of integrity. Faculty members who will vote on this question. Monday should keep that in mind. The vote is not only for students, it is for SUNYA as it future as a viable university governing entity.
Now comes Miller time.

Intramurals: A SUNYA Success Story

The Intramural program has been a huge success, both in terms of participation and in terms of winning. The program has been well-received by the students and has helped to create a sense of community and healthy competition among the students. The Intramural program has also provided an opportunity for students to develop their skills and to learn new ones.

Palace Theatre

Frank Zappa and the Mothers

200 MOTELS

PLUS

Reefer Madness

53 North Lake Ave, Albany, N.Y. 12206

(Continued from page 38)

We appreciate Student Association assistance. The Intramurals program has been a success and we are grateful for the help we received. We hope that it will continue to be successful in the future.

International House

Havana Are Back

The Smoker

Horse Back Riding

Beautiful Wooded Trails

Longview Stables

Knox, NY (Altamont)

572-1661

Does your typewriter type right? Get your typewriter tuned now, before the rush!

10% Discount with SUNYA ID

Getchell Typewriter

ARB CCR BUILDING

480 BROADWAY, ALBANY

434-4677
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STOP
NO! Discrimination is not dead.
Do you feel you have been discriminated against when looking for an on-campus apartment?
Do you know of a particular landlord that has discriminated against you?
If so, don’t hesitate to call legal services at 457-7911 or OCA 457-3427

This Saturday Night
Is The Drawing For
WCDB’s
ISLAND SWEETSTAKES
Win Bob Marley’s or Robert Palmer’s
NEW ALBUM WHEN YOU JOIN
Dexter Powell
at 6 pm for the
THIRD WORLD SHOW

Tower East Cinema

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER THAN BOND!

Friday and Saturday MAY 5-6
$.75 w/t.e.c. card $1.25 w/out
7:30 and 10:00 PM.
LC-18

Netmen Roll Along, Defeat Hartwick With New Lineup

by David Wright

The Le Moyne College men’s track and field team added four new members to the program last year. As a result, the team has shown growth throughout the season.

This year, the team has added a number of new faces to the roster, including several transfers from other schools. The additions have helped the team improve in several events, and they have contributed to the team’s overall success.

The Le Moyne men’s track and field team will compete in the Great Lakes Valley Conference meet this weekend. The meet will be held at the University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Softball Team Cops Fourth

by Rich Salgare

The Albany College of Art and Science softball team swept a doubleheader against Lehman College on Tuesday, winning 4-1 and 10-0.

The team has struggled this season, but has shown improvement in recent games. The team’s next game is scheduled for Friday, May 5, against Bard College.

A CAREER IN LAW without law school

After just three months of study at The Institute for Paralegal Training, you’ll be ready to work as a legal assistant without graduate school. You’ll be working closely with attorneys and document review people performing many of the duties traditionally reserved for lawyers. You’ll be well paid, and working in the city of your choice in a large, major corporate or private law firm. You can even choose a specialty--Corporate, Law Libraries, Estate Planning, Benefits Planning, Federal Practice, Government, or Real Estate.

The Institute was the first school of its kind in the country and is approved by the American Bar Association. Since 1979, The Institute has helped over 2,000 graduates and paralegals.

If you’re a graduating senior with above average grades and interested in a challenging career, send us your application. We’ll be happy to send you more information and to show you how exciting a career as a paralegal can be.

I’m Interested!

Send us your name and information about yourself. We’ll send you more information about the Institute’s programs.

The Institute for Paralegal Training

350 Broadway, Suite 53

I’m interested in:

[ ] Career as a Legal Assistant
[ ] Career as a Real Estate Paralegal
[ ] Career as a Corporate Paralegal
[ ] Career as a Government Paralegal
[ ] Other

[ ] Interested in a Career in Law without Law School

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
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